Young & Talented DAVITES- RAINING PRIZES

Online competition PRIMUS, FEST-O-SKILL (series-4) was organised by DAV Pushpanjali Enclave to develop the skills of youth & respect for intercultural diversity where students from primary wing Participated from DAV, Sector-14, Gurugram under the category – Learning Enterprise & My way of art.

Their hardwork earned them the prizes in each category.

Students from class IV presented the game “TRUST” on transitive – intransitive verbs under the topic –Learning Enterprise and earned the second prize.

Names of participants-

1. Zaynaa Mariam IV A
2. Vedika Phalaswal IV B
3. Ayush Puri IV B
4. Kushagra Makan IV C
5. Ananya Dangi IV C
6. Jiya Yadav IV D
7. Vidit Sikka IV D
8. Aryan Panwar IV E
9. Hyanna Yadav IV F
10. Shaurya Khunger IV-F

Navni Jain, the student from class V –B presented Gond Art under the category –My way of Art and bagged the first prize.

CONGRATULATIONS